Treasure Hunt Clues - with answers - top secret
1

Missing bollard on corner
of seaforth and Secliff

Ooops! That was some accident, but what appears to be missing from the roadside?

Bollard

2

5 black poles with white

No entry, private property... and no parking on the pavement too - but what 5 are stopping you?

5 bollards

rings at the entrance to
3

#262 Colours painted on
the wall

You'd be in trouble if you did this on the walls at home ... but what's the number above the testing art

262

4

4 markers at end of
groins

Keeping boat safe at sea - 'X' marks the spot
- how many do you see.

4

5

yellow strip around
bollard

Two guardians to the slipway - but something is odd about them? What is it?

One has a yellow strip

6

Crossroads - 6 roads

This is confusing, it seems a mix, the map shows 4 paths converging but actually there are ....

6 paths converging

7

kids swings

Swing, swing, swing - what's missing

a swing!

8

Dog in window

There's a doggy in the window but you'll never hear him bark! What colour is the front door of his house?

Blue

9

Seabreeze gate

What kind of cocktail would you gate close to here?

Seabreeze

10

Sailboat on the door
number

I'm in tiny pieces and belong on the waters, but here I am looking pretty for callers... what am I?

little mosaic boat on house
number 7

11

Cats in the garden - 23
ballyholme

It'd be bad luck if we crossed your path, but we're going nowhere. What are they and how many can you see?

3 cats

12

clock is sideways

Tick tock, what's wrong with me?

clock on garage is
sideways/askew

13

basketball hoops

The kind of house Michael Jordan would adore ... what colour is the garage door?

black

14

two face

Here in the corner we sit from foreign places, Tell us the colours of our faces

grey / stone and gold/yellow

15

rainbow garage

Mandy makes candy stripes - complete the colourful sequence please: Blue-yellow, blue-green, blue...

orange/peach

16

Tennis courts

It's not rain stopping play, but something else that appears to have been taken away? What?

2 don't have nets

17

Kingsland Recreational
Grounds hut

Check the little house with the green door,
how do they keep a clean floor?

Wipe your feet (sign on the
door)

18

First tee, this way

Something Rory McIlroy would want to know... what is this way to the first tee?

this way

19

Pitch and putt hut

Step up to the window to pay here they say, but why's it so hard to know how much you 'd need to pay?

price list faded

20

Steps up to the upper
golf course

Heading up for a round of golf, how many steps would it take?

16

21

Chair with 2 wheels David McGowan

Captain, Captain - full steer ahead! What colour am I?

black

22

Inflatable buoy. Property
of Ards sailing centre

I am deflated and lost - who's missing me?

Ards sailing centre

23

Table with two seats

We're not entyrely sure this is a meal we'd eat with glee,
but how many people could be invited for tea?

2

24

2 containers. TRDU

Contain yourself! What the missing letter? TR_U

D

25

4 tables - yellow green
blue red

Take a break, and complete the sequence yellow, green, blue and

red

26

stars in the playground
west of compass rose

How many stars are to the west?

3 stars

27

Rails into playground

This should be rail-y easy but what two colours of the rainbow are missing?

Indigo and violet

28

Mrs Maker is art

Mrs Makers on the box, but what is she?

She is Art

29

Giant licorice allsort

A giant must have dropped a sweetie here, but what sort is it?

A licorice allsort

30

Deck chair with no cover

What's wrong with the cheap seat?

No canvass

31

Poles with red green tips

If starboard is green, and port is red - these bollards are only correct if you are facing the A) Land or B) Sea

B the sea

32

Telescope

It's our observation - but what should you look at at night?

the moon

33

5 seats - 3 have a date
1993 on the side

All 5 look out to sea, but only 3 have dates... What is that date?

1993

34

Adidas Ball

Hey mister, can we have our ball back .. what's the brand

Adidas

35

Luke's Point

You are here - but where? Map out the diamonds and it will tell you the point. What is it?

Luke's Point.

36

Photography Club

It's a snap - tell us the foundation year

1961

37

Kings Church white rocks

It's a rocking entrance to this church - count them up!

8

38

Jamaica inn ice cubes in

Join the jam fam for a fruity drink , but we ask you to count up the cubes that are cooling the drinks.

12

Bang, bang -- If you can, on the hill - how many?

2

the glasses
39

cannons at the royal
ulster

40

which number is higher

1 - 8 - 4 - Look very carefully by the door and tell us which number is highest!

'1'

41

Fish houses - which

Four scaly houses in a row - but which one would you not be alarmed to visit?

180 - it doesn't have a visible

number is not alarming
42

4 fenders hanging off the

burglar alarm
These usually stop bumps on boats, and here they are hanging on ropes... how many are there?

4

There's no time for flagging as the The Tide is High - draw us the shape for the letter 'i'

Square with dot in middle

balcony of a house
43

High tide cottage
semaphore flag

44

Number 3 pink door,
dolphin knocker

Knock knock, It's odd, that's a clue, but what sea creature here can you view?

Dolphin

45

132 pink house

Tickle me pink - the Mother of Dragons would like to live here. Why?

two dragon lamps by the door

46

Yellow houses with

A colour sequence we a-dore - red, black, blue and ____ - tell us what's missing to make up the four.

green

coloured doors
47

Castle garage with
horseshoe

This sure is a lucky garage - but why?

horseshoe above door

48

112 only house with a
balcony - cream houses
in a row

Lady Juliet would only want this house - which number?

112

49

Gate with 9 balls on top

These balls look great
How many are there on top of the gate

9

50

Owl on wall at #100

Too Wit too woo - I'm little and blue (and white) - and hanging about .. which house

100

51

Sampan II

Tell us the name of this oriental floater

Sampan II

52

Toucan

If we can spot this, you can too. What is this bird that is keeping an eye on you?

Toucan

53

101 victoria Road Garage The Cat's
Whiskers

The owners of this are garage are feeline great
- it really is the very best thing - what is it?

The cat's whiskers

54

Post Box - GR - George
Rex

ER! tell us what's different about this red box?

GR - George Rex - usually ER
Elizabeth Regina

Why won't you miss this post?

has high viz sticker around the
top of it

55

56

number 2 on lampost

This clue is delightful - what is the number on the post

2

57

number 1 on lampost

This clue is also delightful - what is the number on the post

1

58

Number 2 on a lamp post

And this clue is ALSO delightful - but your mathematical skills we challenge, tell us the TOTAL of all the
delightful clues we seek.

5

Little Bo Peep may have lost her sheep, but can you tell us where you'd find it?

On the stained glass window

59
60

No 93 spears on the gate

Spears are assembled to keep you out, tell us how many can you count.

8

61

No 10 Premier security

Be warned, you'll need to look up, but what is the 'first' thing you see at house number 10 to keep strangers
out?

Alarm by Premier

There's a danger of death - what should you do?

Keep off

62

